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Private & Small Group Lessons
Private lessons

Personal feedback from Sam

PRIVATE ADVICE

1.

BOOK EARLY

Much of Sam’s schedule is
booked up a year or more
in advance so plan ahead.

2.

FIND A FRIEND

Semi-private and small
group lessons can be
dynamic, fun and cost
effective. Training partners
who study together can
help each other to improve.

3.

PREPARE FOR LESSON

If you think about what you
want to work on in
advance, you’ll probably get
more out of your time.
Think about what can
realistically be tackled in the
time scheduled. Review the
material before the lesson!

4.

BOOK A SERIES

If you book several lessons
in advance, Sam can help
you develop a plan for
progress. You may also be
eligible for a discount.

Many students have
experienced accelerated
progress from private, semi-private
and small group sessions with Sam.
Lesson topic, format and
schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. The
opportunity for real hands on
correction and Sam's direct
feedback can be invaluable in
cultivating higher skill levels.
Private lessons are generally
scheduled for an hour but
intensive periods of study are
also accommodated.
Sometimes lessons can be
scheduled when Sam is on tour
and teaching a seminar in a
town near you. Check the
Calendar to see where he is
when. Sam divides his teaching
time between Europe and
Canada. Sam keeps an
updated availability schedule
on the Private Lessons page of
the website.

Fees for private, semi-private
& small group lessons.

• One person
$150 / !100 / £75
per hour
• Additional persons
$20 / !15 / £10
per hour, per person.
For example:
Four students wish a one hour
semi-private lesson.
Cost is:
!100+!15+!15+!15=!145
Divided equally is !36.25 per
person.
• For private study groups,
closed session seminars etc.,
contact Sam for a price.

Inquire about lesson
availability or to structure a
private or semi-private
program that fits your training
needs and budget you can
email Sam directly.

Private study groups
Groups can also book Sam for
closed seminars or guidance
sessions. Sam will occasionally
travel to teach small, private or
small group closed sessions—
talk to your study-buddies and
put something together!
STUDY WITH SAM MASICH

